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Let us put a
BIG smile on your face

SCAN ME!

Another year has passed without us realizing it. Are you ready to welcome the New
Year? Covid-19 has put a pause in our lives, stopped us from being with our loved
ones, disrupted our plans, changed the way we live, work and communicate, but this
pandemic has also taught us to be hopeful and continue to stay positive as it has
opened many eyes to new possibilities.
2021 has been a year full of uncertainties and insecurity. While we try our best to stay
united to weather the storm, we are extremely thankful for having achieved many
meaningful milestones that have brought SkyWorld into the limelight. Within a short
span of 7 years since our first launch, we have built a name as one of the top
developers in Malaysia that builds around quality. Having awarded 7 recognitions at
StarProperty Awards 2021, achieved over RM1billion in Sales, named the Best
Employer for the forth time, partnered Shopee for the 11.11 Big Sale Biggest
Giveaway Campaign, these are just a few of the milestones marked, and you are a big
part of it!
Along the way, we have build great relationships with our stakeholders and we are
blessed with the constant support received in many ways. We are determined to make
a difference as we push ourselves to achieve greater milestones and continue to stay
true to our brand promise ‘You Can Now Own A Quality Home & Living’. We make
dreams possible, we bring Mother Nature closer, we turn the sky into a beautiful
masterpiece, we transform empty spaces into playgrounds, and we make ordinary
living extraordinary for one good reason, to create a sustainable environment for our
communities to thrive. If everything goes according to plan, we will be launching 5
projects in strategic locations such as Desa Melawati, Cheras, Setapak and
Setiawangsa. We invite you to discover our collections that will WOW you!
You are the reason we have flourished and we have braved the tide. Let’s welcome a
new year that offers us 365 opportunities to celebrate and together, You & I will
continue to inspire and strive to make 2022 the best year ever! Happy New Year!

DATUK NG THIEN PHING
Founder and Group Managing Director, SkyWorld Development Group
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PRESTIGIOUS
AWARDS

Kepong

Sentul
Setapak
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PROJECTS
LAUNCHED

Setiawangsa
Sentul
Off Jalan Ipoh
Mont Kiara

PROJECTS
HANDED OVER

Bukit
Bintang

3,803

Bandar
Damansara

Ampang
Hilir

UNITS HANDED OVER
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Taman
Desa

QUALITY CENTRE
IN MALAYSIA

Cheras

STRATEGIC
PROJECT LOCATIONS

100
%
SOLD OUT
PROJECTS

Ascenda Residence @ SkyArena

KUALA
LUMPUR

Bukit Jalil

650

SkyLuxe on The Park

477

SkyAwani 1 Residences

1,226

SkyAwani 4 Residences

1,782

SkyAwani 2 Residences

708

SkyAwani 5 Residences

615

SkyAwani 3 Residences

1,905
Updated as at December 2021
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YOU CAN NOW OWN A
QUALITY HOME AND LIVING

76%
QLASSIC

Ascenda Residences
@ SkyArena

76%
QLASSIC

SkyAwani 1 Residences

85%
QLASSIC

SkyWorld
Quality Centre

QLASSIC

Bennington Residences
@ SkyArena

'Highest Score' in Malaysia Year 2020

79%
QLASSIC

SkyAwani 2 Residences

81

QLASSIC

Arena Sports KL
@ SkyArena

80.8%
CONQUAS

'Highest Score' in Malaysia Year 2020

85%
QLASSIC

A PEEK INTO OUR QUALITY JOURNEY

SkyLuxe On The Park
Residences

81%
QLASSIC

MSN Nilai,
Negeri Sembilan
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THERE’S

BEAST
inside you!

Are you ready to unleash it?
If you are an ‘A’ Player, ON the

BEAST
MODE
Only the BEST can bring out the BEST in you!
Join SkyWorld Team now!
www.skyworld.my/career/

WHAT IT TAKES TO
BE THE BEST?
2021 is no doubt another challenging year as the pandemic
has continued to impact us at every level. Individuals are
worried about their health and safety whereas companies are
concerned about business sustainability. When the country
was on lockdown, SkyWorld management has decided to
shift the focus on building a strong pool of talent and
increase manpower hiring to better support the existing
workforce during this critical time.

As the productivity and construction progress decreased and
with the implementation of ‘Work from Home’, the first thing
that needed immediate attention is the ‘communication’. An
effective communication is essential to get everyone moving in
the same direction. At the same time, we also reviewed the
departmental processes and cascading communication
through various accountabilities, from top management down
to manager and executive level. During this period, training
programs were also introduced to enhance employees’ skillsets
and performance.
At this juncture, safeguarding the lives and the livelihood of our
employees are imperative. SkyWorld management has made
an effort not to implement pay cuts throughout the pandemic
and in addition to that, management has declared 2-time
bonus in year 2021. Back in all its workplaces and galleries, strict
SOPs are in placed and equipped with disinfectant machines,
masks, hand sanitisers and care kits were also given to all staff.
If comparing to other industries, property development is less
affected and because our products are designed to suit the
market needs, SkyWorld has managed to sail through the storm
and have managed to achieve over RM1 billion sales upon
completing its financial year, which has ended on 31 March
2021. Additionally, SkyWorld was bestowed with multiple
property and corporate awards by StarProperty Awards, Asia
Pacific Property Awards (APPA), BCI Asia Awards, The Edge
Property Excellence Awards and others.
With all these good initiatives coupled with strong business
strategies from the management, employees are happy and
confident hence stand united to fully support all the
management’s decisions. This has increased employees’
morale and motivation at workplace, which have resulted in
improved productivity, as the team is eager to contribute to the
company’s success.

WHAT IT TAKES TO BE THE BEST?
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ENVELOPED IN NATURE

WITH EDGEWOOD

7

RESIDENCES

In a mature area surrounded by dense urban landscape, there lies KL’s
Secret Garden, the first nature-inspired township dubbed ‘SkySanctuary’ in
Setapak. The township is graced by two public parks namely ‘Blossom Park’
and ‘Autumn Park’, and a 3-acre lakeside 'Central Park' exclusive to
SkySanctuary residents only.
Besides than jogging and cycling tracks that meander around the lake, there
are over 20 healthy and leisure facilities such as Outdoor Fitness, Qi Deck,
Fantasy Fountain and others embodying the concept of wellness and
well-being. Then there are the five park fronting residences, integrated
together with a commercial hub for convenience purposes. Residents can
come home and experience the seamless integration of lakeside living and the
rejuvenating tranquillity of nature while enjoying all the urban conveniences,
right at their doorsteps.
EdgeWood Residences @ SkySanctuary takes the lead with its distinction as
the first residence with 3 generations park home concept. The units come
with built-ups from 865 sq ft to 1,280 sq ft, three to four bedrooms. The
unique and versatile layouts give an added sense of spaciousness to your
home. With 6m wide angled balcony, one can step out and enjoy the serene
park view while breathing in fresh air. Residents can also turn the space into
a family lounge area or an exercise station. This residence is further
complemented by other innovative features such as keyless entry,
automated waste collection system, EV charging bay, and speed ramp that
allow residents to access their car park floor directly.

DISCOVER OUR PROJECTS
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Welcome Home with 425 vibrant display plants

Facilities with cradling swing at Level 9
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MULTI GENERATION
LAKESIDE RESIDENCES

EMBRACE

In Touch With Nature

REFRESH

Awakening Senses

EXPLORE

Finely crafted landscape for
sustainable development

Wellness facilities to revitalise
your body and mind

Quality spaces for sharing,
bonding and growth

Fun & Play

EdgeWood Residences @ SkySanctuary fulfils all your
lifestyle needs with a wealth of trend-setting facilities,
ranging from a yoga dance room, mini cinema, gymnasium,
pools suited for various ages, and lounges to facilitate
community interaction.
Live, workout, play and enjoy every moment in an inclusive
environment, one that caters to all walks of life. These
elements bring to life the concept of an EdgeWood village,
which propagates a clean, contemporary lifestyle with
nature at its centre.

Infinity Pool and Barn Pavillion

DISCOVER OUR PROJECTS

EdgeWood Residences is surrounded by a host of amenities
including education, shopping, leisure park & business
centre with excellent connectivity, making it the choice
residence for urban families and discerning city dwellers.
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PRIVATE LAKESIDE RESIDENCES
The first residences in the vicinity, EdgeWood Residences @ SkySanctuary is
where the energy of city life and the convenience of amenities converge in
tranquil lakeside living. A harmonious and serene neighbourhood created to
nurture healthy community bonds. EdgeWood Residences offers you a place
to truly call your home.

Nature-inspired
Township

Column Free
Layout Design

Car Park
Speed Ramp

Automated
Waste System

skyworld.my/edgewood

GreenRE
Certified

A Reflection of Prestige
A mature yet serene development that is centrally nestled between KL and PJ. Envisioned as a
modern classic, SkyVogue Residences personifies a sanctuary that features a seamless design and
incorporates timeless style. All units provide sufficient space that is ideal for family bonding.

Low Density with
333 Residential Units

Versatile Layout
1,085 - 1,400sq.ft.
(3-4 Bedrooms)

skyworld.my/skyvogue

Up to 36
Lifestyle Facilities

2KM to
Mid Valley Megamall

FUTUREPROOFING

OUR HOMES

The rapid evolution of technology has transformed our lives
in many ways. As we try to keep the home technologically
relevant for decades to come, SkyVogue Residences is also
designed with eco-friendly in mind and enjoyable to live in.
A low density development with only 333 units, SkyVogue
Residences at Taman Desa emphasizes on heightened
design that fuses modern minimalism with quality living for
its residents. With the aid of various innovative technologies,
SkyVogue Residences synchronises with nature perfectly,
creating a healthy balance for all. Here are the 4 main
aspects of SkyVogue Residences's future-proofing home.

Residential High-Rise
Architecture by Asia
Pacific International
Property Awards 2021

DESTINATION CONTROL SYSTEM
As the building becomes taller, an efficient elevator destination control system plays
an important role to ensure residents are able to gain quick and efficient entry into
an elevator. Destination Control System reduces the waiting time by authorising
passenger into the assigned lift and call the elevator to passenger’s programmed
floor destination. This system only brings passenger to certain floors of the building
without any compromise to security with faster navigation through the building
which reduced energy consumption.
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SEAMLESS MOBILE ACCESS SYSTEM (SMAS)
Based on recent trends, it is clear how mobile devices have and continue to shape the different systems we use not
only to connect with people but also to manage our lives and businesses. This has led SkyVogue Residences to
implement the Seamless Mobile Access System (SMAS) where residents are able to gain access to their respective
homes, facility floors and the car park podium without the need for an access card. Equipped with highly intuitive
“Tap”, “Twist” & “Go” gestures, residents can enjoy convenience as well as efficient access.

SMAS boosts operational
efficiency and cost-effectiveness
through the implementation of an
online management portal and
significantly reduces the carbon
footprint, as all actions that take
place via the data secure platform
is entirely paperless.

PARCEL LOCKER
Online shopping has become increasingly popular as it
is not only convenient and secure but reduces the need
of having to gather in crowded malls especially during
pandemic. Parcel locker enables online goods to be
delivered to the recipients even when they are not at
home and the goods are kept in a safe place till
residents come home and collect it themselves. This
makes online purchasing process quick and seamless.

AUTOMATED WASTE COLLECTION SYSTEM
SkyVogue Residences has invested in an Automated Waste Collection System (AWCS) by
STREAM for the benefit of its residents. AWCS is a pneumatic waste conveying system that
transports municipal or domestic solid waste through underground or ceiling height pipes
from waste chutes into a sealed container located away from the living area. Waste
transported through the pipes is stored in a fully sealed container that is collected at a
specified period by a conventional arm roll truck. This process dramatically speeds up the
overall waste collection process, whilst reducing labour requirements and other benefits
such as containing the stench of rotting waste, improving security, and preventing fire
hazards at waste management sites.

DISCOVER OUR PROJECTS
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EVERYDAY IS A

HOLIDAY
at

INDULGE IN NEVER BEFORE LUXURY CITY-RESORT
LIVING, SKYMERIDIEN RESIDENCES IS AESTHETICALLY
CRAFTED TO MATERIALIZE A REJUVENATING PLACE TO
ESCAPE THE HUSTLE AND BUSTLE OF MODERN LIVING.
Nestled in the heart of Sentul, SkyMeridien Residences is designed to create a
sustainable luxury City-Resort Living for generations to come. As a
Transit-Oriented Development (TOD), traveling is never worrying as the Sentul
Timur LRT Station is just 300m from SkyMeridien. Hop into the LRT train and
you can reach your destination, smoothly and safely.
Upon arrival, visitors will be invigorated by the Zen Environment in SkyMeridien
Residences grand drop-off lobby, surrounded by surmountable water bodies
and greeneries. The 'Zen' environment and greeneries aspire to inculcate a
greener and healthier living environment that promotes mental and physical
health by providing psychological relaxation and stress alleviation.
Grand Drop-off Lobby
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Multi Sportcilities

While work-life balance is important, family bond needs constant
nurturing too. Here in SkyMeridien, both are well taken care of. Boasting
32 resort-inspired facilities that are spread across two decks, different
fitness and exercise stations are designed to promote quality and
healthy multi-generation living.

Outdoor Gym

Push your limits with the 3 unique gym concepts. You can choose to
work out in the gym room, under the bright sun or in the cool water.
The multi-sportcilities zone comprises of a 3-on-3 futsal court, half
basketball court and rock climbing. All water facilities such as
Olympic-length swimming pool, hydro gym, jacuzzi, and kiddie wave
pool come with salt water chlorinator. These facilities make suit for a
great family workout of all ages, aiming to cultivate family bonding.
SkyMeridien Residences is targeted for handover in year 2022.
If you want to be part of this multi-award winning residences, check
out www.skyworld.my/skymeridien

Wave Pool

Apartment/Condominium
by Asia Pacific
International Property
Awards 2019

DISCOVER OUR PROJECTS

Best Residential High Rise
Architecture by Asia Pacific
International Property
Awards 2019

The Family- Friendly
Category by
StarProperty.my
Awards 2019
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SkyMeridien Residences is a multi-award winning project nestled
just 300m away from LRT Sentul Timur Station, bridging urban
conveniences right at your doorstep. Featuring over 32
resort-inspired facilities, SkyMeridien Residences redefines luxury
resort sky living experience in the heart of Sentul East.

32

OVER
RESORT-INSPIRED
FACILITIES

SPACIOUS
LAYOUT

1,200 – 1,318 SQ .FT.

skyworld.my/skymeridien

COMPLETING

Q1 2022

Story

BEHIND T HE BEST

INT ERIOR DESIGN

EdgeWood Residences @ SkySanctuary is crowned the Award Winner of Residential Interior Show Home Malaysia 2021 by Asia Pacific
Property Awards (APPA). The show homes feature urban modern and scandinavian concepts, designed with natural approach and
finished with clean lines from different contrasting materials. To optimise the units and welcome the outdoors in, the team focused on
natural lighting, space planning, decorations and colour to create a bigger space and add depth.

Each Individual Is Special,
Each Space Is Unique.

What determined your passion for design?
Tell us about the moment when you decided this is the way to go.
I used to growing up living above my father’s shop. Since young, I don’t
have a proper living and dining room, and a kitchen in ‘my house’. Owning
a well designed cosy home and living the quality of life I have always
dreamed of are my goals in life. Therefore, I've put in a lot of effort and
worked super hard to become an architect, and live a quality life, in art
and design.
How would you describe your design style?

Hoe & Yin Design Studio is an award winning
interior architecture company based in Kuala
Lumpur. They specialise in interior solutions
for residential, commercial and industrial
spaces as well as refurbishment projects in
Malaysia and abroad.
Ar. Cheong Kah Yin, Katrine is Hoe & Yin Design
Studio Principal, who has worked on the
EdgeWood Residences @ SkySanctuary. She has
over 10 years of experience in the architecture
and interior design industry, working on
high-end developments throughout Malaysia
and Southeast Asia.

For Hoe & Yin Studio, we always strive to be different. As the definition of
dream home is different for everyone, we want to fulfil our clients’ dream
by designing a home that they have always wanted. We don’t limit
ourselves with only a certain design style but a variety that is unique for
each individual. In the past, we have designed houses with different styles
such as modern contemporary, modern industrial, luxury industrial style,
modern tropical style, modern classical style, luxury resort, rustic,
minimalist, maximalist and etc.

What was your greatest achievement thus far?
Client’s satisfaction is our greatest achievements. Gaining continuous
support from our regular clients as well as recognitions on our design and
build works are an encouragement for our team to achieve higher. And of
course, getting a recognition from SkyWorld Development Group is an
important milestone for us.

Where do you draw your inspiration from when you design
EdgeWood show home?
I am not only inspired with the overall development concept where it
boasts a vast greenery lake park equipped with many wellness facilities but
also impressed with EdgeWood Residences highly efficient layout and
quality finishes given by SkyWorld. Therefore we feel pressured as we need
to ensure the show units that we build are of the same standard of quality.
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What is your design philosophy?
We have identified 2 different design styles. The first show unit features
‘Luxury Contemporary’ with a strong character that reflects today’s lifestyle
philosophy – trending lifestyle and “Way of Life”. The other show unit is
designed with ‘Modern Country Scandinavian’ which gives home buyers an
idea of how to make city living feels resort with the wood finishes that flow
naturally with the overall green landscape of EdgeWood Residences.
What do you enjoy the most in the process?
We enjoyed the magic moment of converting an empty space with ID
furniture, filled with detailing and decorations.

Which is your favourite space and why?
I love the kitchens especially because I can already imagine how much
time I can spend at the counter cooking up a storm.

ASIA PACIFIC PROPERTY AWARDS WINNER
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What are the challenges that you were facing when you started the design?
Our biggest challenge is to create a modern luxury interior that is different from other show units. We were supposed to feature “Blue” marble for
one of the show unit. However this material is rare and due to tight timeline, we have to act fast hence we hastily changed our design by replacing
blue with grey marble as seen in the show unit and increase blue cabinets to balance the colour palette. The end result was stunning and our team
is happy and satisfied.

In your opinion, what will be the top trends in interior
design for year 2022?
The next trend will see a huge rise in vintage decoration, natural
texture materials and green interiors which will bring out
various characters to the interior and reflects the personal taste
of the homeowner.
Any design tips you would like to share with our
homeowners?
Homeowners need to identify the design style that suits their
lifestyles. Put emphasis on details and decorations as these
elements are important in creating a homey interior with
personal touch.
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Next to
AEON Mall

1.5km to
LRT Setiawangsa

5km to KL
City Centre

4-acre of
Greenspace

Over 60 Enriching
Facilities

Flexible Dual
Key Homes

Live your life to the fullest at SkySierra, the first ever integrated development in Setiawangsa, Kuala Lumpur.
Spread across 13.6 acres of land with residential, commercial and retail components, SkySierra is designed to
elevate the urban living experience for you and your family.
The Valley Residences is the first phase of SkySierra comprises of three iconic residential towers.

skyworld.my/skysierra

The Family- Friendly
Category by Star Property.my
Awards 2018

Residential High Rise Architecture
by Asia Pacific International
Property Awards 2019
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EVENTS & HAPPENINGS
SkyWorld's park front
residence 'SkyLuxe On The
Park' is the winner of the
Multiple Residential
High-Rise Category at
Pertubuhan Akitek
Malaysia's 2020 Award.

SkyWorld’s Offerings Available via
Maybank Islamic’s HouzKEY
In February 2021, SkyWorld has tied up with Maybank Islamic's HouzKEY; a unique
home financing scheme to assist first and second homebuyers in owning their
dream homes. Two of SkyWorld's new offerings 'The Valley Residences @
SkySierra' and 'SkyVogue Residences' located in Taman Desa were made available
for those who are looking for an exceptional Sky Living experience.

01

SkyWorld Achieves
Over RM1bil in Sales for
FY2021

02

Double win at Asia Pacific
Property Awards for two
distinct categories;
Residential High Rise
Architectural for SkyVogue
Residences and Interior
Design Show Home for
EdgeWood Residences @
SkySanctuary.

In May 2021, SkyWorld has marked a
significant milestone as it has
recorded over RM1bil in sales upon
completing its financial year that has
ended on 31st March 2021.
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Vaccination Program
In July & August 2021, SkyWorld has
turned its Setapak Property Gallery into a
PPV to increase the country’s vaccine
rate. 2,000 vaccine recipients
completed their immunization in a
conducive environment, fast and
smoothly. This initiative is part of
SkyWorld's mission to help the
country vaccinate 100% of its adult
population.
04

7 Big Wins in StarProperty Awards 2021

Partner with Shopee for
11.11 Big Sale

SkyWorld is the BIG winner in StarProperty Awards 2021. It has bagged 6 prestigious
project awards and is recognized as one of the top performer in All-Star Awards.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

SkyWorld collaborated with Shopee to
give away a unit of SkyMeridien
Residences worth over RM500K to the
lucky winner in Shopee 11.11 Big Sale.
As Covid-19 pandemic has deeply
affected people from all walks of life in
an unprecedented way, this meaningful
collaboration is to inspire every
Malaysians to be hopeful.

ALL-STAR Awards – SkyWorld Development Group
EXCELLENCE in The Distinctive Awards – SkyVogue Residences
EXCELLENCE in The Landscape Award – EdgeWood Residences @ SkySanctuary
EXCELLENCE in The Landscape Award – The Valley Residences @ SkySierra
EXCELLENCE in The Skyline Award – The Valley Residences @ SkySierra
EXCELLENCE in The Starter Home Award (High-rise) – SkyAwani 5 Residences
HONOURS in The Proximity Award – SkySierra Integrated Development
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EVENTS & HAPPENINGS

05

07
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SNEAK PREVIEW OF
UPCOMING DEVELOPMENTS
2022/2023

SkyAmanyi Residences

SkyRia by The Hills

The Vesta @ SkySierra

Location

:

Desa Aman

Location

:

Setiawangsa

Location

:

Desa Melawati

Land size

:

3.08 acres

Land size

:

2.80 acres

Land size

:

9.50 acres

510

No. of units :

1,001

No. of units :

1,092 sq.ft. - 1,549 sq.ft.

Built-up

715 sq.ft. - 1,125 sq.ft.

Built-up

No. of units :
Built-up

:

:

SkyAwani 6 Residences
:

Setapak

Location

:

Setapak

Land size

:

2.55 acres

Land size

:

4.43 acres

638

No. of units :

800 sq.ft.

Built-up

Built-up
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:

479
1,030 sq.ft. - 2,651 sq.ft.

Curvo Residences @ SkyArena

Location

No. of units :

:

:

830
952 sq.ft. - 1,345 sq.ft.

BUSINESS NEVER
STOPS AT
Set to be the most contemporary commercial hub in its
vicinity, SkyAwani 2 Commercial is the address for your
business success with growing market demand. It also
enjoys excellent catchment from immediate residents and
surrounding neighbourhoods population.

YOUR STYLISH LIVE-WORK SOVO

YOUR MODERN RETAIL OPPORTUNITY
• Strategically within minutes to KL City Centre
• Matured Neighbourhood with huge catchment
• Frontage with high visibility for all businesses
• Easy access via DUKE/ MRR2 & LRT/KTM conveniences
• Rental from RM1,050 to RM3,700
• Size from 441 - 1,227 sf
• SOVO with versatile layout & full access to condo facilities

For leasing opportunities, contact:

010-211 4180 ( MR. KOH )

w w w. s k y w o r l d . m y

